















 code of the A.S. Council, 
re approved by a 
majority of 
)uncil members Wednesday. 
Included in the revisions was a 
introversial proposal to allow 
.oups to keep the money that is 




 of the 17 
xincil members
 were present for 
e 
vote,  it still received the 
uired  majority of all Council 
embers in passing nine to one with 
e abstension. 
Fazel 
Fazelbhoy  voted against 
e Act and Kiran Majithia ab-
Rifled.  
Changes in the Act include: 
1  Making the Special Allocations 
mmittee responsible for 
ocating requests of less 
than
 $100 
groups with a two-thirds approval 
the 
members.  I The requests are 
w approved by Council.) If the 
mmittee
 refuses the allocation, 
e groups may 
appeal
 to the 
uncil. 
 Establishing a special grant 
d from the General Fund which 
uld allow 
grants  of up to $200 for 
ojects, 
events
 or services that 




Removing  the A.S. 
president, 
d vice president 
from  the Special 
location 




A.S. business manager a non-
ting member. 
 Making
 the A.S. president 
a  
n




 Allowing allocations to groups
 






to revert to the 
neral Fund. 
A.S. Treasurer Nancy Mc-
hdden,  who worked on the 
revision  
the Act, said that the
 last revision, 




Fazelbhoy voted against the 
Act 
cause of this amendment. 
He said that he was not 
"fully 
nvinced




 toward the pur-
ses" intended. 
"I feel that this act will help 
the 
rger 
groups  at the cost of the 
alter 








enants  ask 
After almost 
three hours of 
gorous debate, the Citizens for 
mt Relief coalition voted 
Wed-
isday night to 
present
 a proposal to 
le San 
Jose  City Council calling for 
a immediate one-year rent freeze. 
I,












the  rent freeze 










 17, brings all 
rental











 back to the 
May  31, 1978 
'eel for 
a one year period




proposal  also 
provides a 
.rdship 
clause  which 
would allow
 
-idlords  to 
raise  rents 

















would  be 
a 
,rdship.  The 
proposal 








property,  all 
, 
(Continued  on page 91 
students
 on this campus
 because of 
the non -reverting














but  that other groups
 might 
become self-supporting
 because of 
it. 
Boneberg
 introduced it in the 
hope 
that  it would encourage 
groups  
to have fund raising events if 
they 
don't have to give 
the money back to 
the Council but 
instead  can keep it in 
their 
account  to use at a later date. 
McFadden said the Student 
Services  grants of $200 should help 
to 
generate








 signed by 
A.S.  President
 
Maryanne  Ryan 


































































































Number  31 
Serving the 
San Jose State 
Community  













By Chuck Henrlkson 
Students have 
received  only half 
of their "representation'  on the 
Academic Senate 
this school year 
and a constitution -bound student 
government has not
 been able to 
correct the deficiency. 
Of the
 five students on the 
Academic Senate, two have perfect 
records - Edna 
Campbell  has at-
tended every meeting 
while  Steve 
Malork has 
missed  every meeting 
since their 
senate
 terms began last 
fall. 
Barbara Dubbert missed two of 




David Bates was at half of the 
meetings, but after 
graduating  in 
December he 
had to quit the senate. 
Next week the A.S. Council will 
appoint replacements for Malork 
and Bates 
to finish out the terms 
which expire at the end of this 
semester, A.S. President Maryanne 
Ryan 
said. 
Malork never resigned, she said, 
and it was only after
 the student 
government found out 
last week that 
he
 is no longer a student
 that they 
were able to act to replace him.
 
"As long as a person
 remains a 
student they 
remain  in that seat," 





resign  or be removed from 
office by a recall election. 
They also haven't
 been able to 
contact 
Williams. Ryan said he 
hasn't answered any of their 
messages. Until they
 now his in-
tentions, she said they can't do 
anything. 
Contacted in his dorm room by 
the Daily. Williams
 said he has been 
having a problem with his knee for 
about two
 months and must go to a 




 been able to attend the 
hi -weekly,
 Monday afternoon senate 
meetings, but hopes to be well 
enough to be at the next meeting, 
March 26, he said. 
Williams 
said he talked to A.S. 
Vice President Joe Trippi  about his 
problem. 
"He may have contacted 
somebody 
in ttN office. He hasn't 




Senate," Tripp' is:, adding he has 
seen Williams recently but that e 
Academic Senate was never men-
tioned. 
Students on the Academic
 
Senate are normally assigned to one 










may  be 
hiked 
Rents
 for Spartan City residents 
are expected to increase from $75 to 
$80 this fall, a 6.25 percent hike, 
according to Bill Schooler, manager 
of Auxiliary 
Enterprises.  
"This is not 
official yet," 
Schooler said, 




said  the rent hike was 
to "try
 in some measure to offset the 
rising utility costs." 
The request has to go through 
the Director
 of Business Affairs, 
SJSU President Gail Fullerton and 
the CSUC office in Long Beach 
before it becomes final. 
"I don't think it is a very big 
increase," he said, "but I'm not 
paying the rent either." 
"We only try to get enough 
money to pay the 
bills,"
 he said. 
The last rise in Spartan City rent 
was August 1977 and went from $60 
to 
$75.  
Spartan City is a 148 unit 
apartment complex located on 
Seventh and Tenth streets. The 100 
two-bedroom units on Seventh Street 
are for married couples with 
children. Their rent 
payment
 in-
cludes only water and garbage 
service. 
The 48 one-bedroom units on 
Tenth Street 
are for married 
students  with no 
children.
 Their rent 
payment includes
 all utilities. 
To qualify for the




taking nine units or 








































What most readers don't realize is that the





 Jon Mulberg apparently 
is not surprised 
by
 the friendship offered to him from the Spartan 
Daily box. 
San Jose 
























"get off our streets"
 by the officers, 










 The women who engage in 
prostitution do so out of dire 
financial need and are 
continuously 
exploited,  
 Prostitution and soliciation are 
victimless
 crimes and are wasting 
the
 








the rest of the people of the city 
from real 
crime. 
Savoca said that he objected to 
the fact that men are treated dif-
ferently.  than women the male 
customers 
are  merely given a 




Several A.S. council members 
and people 
in the audience said that 
by
 making prostitution legal, other 
problems related to 
prostitution  





At the end of the 
meeting, an 
SJSU 
student who lives at Fourth 
and  Williams streets.
 Levente 
Csaplar,  told the council that he 






the problem he and his 
neighbors have 
with
 the prostitutes 
in the area is serious and the council 
















































































































will  be 
used
 at the 
Holiday 




















passed  a 
resolution,  
that 







 be set up to 
see 
if a peace 
studies  course
 exists in 
the program,


















 by not 
allowing  
them 









say south of campus 
inhabitants
 
By Scott Kates 
Prostitution in San
 Jose is not confined to a downtown 
core where the illegal business is 
inconspicuous. 
Hookers
 often sell themselves in the neighborhoods 
of
 
South Third and Fourth 
streets, a largely residential area 
which also includes many small 
businesses,  two private 
schools, a convent and SJSU. 
The residents of this area just south of campus insist 
prositution is not a victirnless crime. They claim them-
selves the real victims. 
Female residents
 are bothered and followed by 
'Johns' who believe them to 
be
 prosititutes because they 
walk on a certain street. 
Residents
 are cheated of sleep at three o'clock in the 
morning as hookers yell and 
flag  down tricks outside their 
bedroom
 windows. 
They are subjected 
to the hooker's 
advertising  
methods 
of fondling and exposing 
themselves to attract 
customers. 
Their sidewalks are littered 
with garbage tossed by 
the hookers and 
used condoms discarded by 
the 'Johns.' 
They
 are embarrassed 




 their homes because 
of
 what they might be 
exposed
 loin the front yard. 
The residents
 are even victimized
 of parts of their
 
self-image 
as they are forced




 to their 




of where they live.
 
   
Thomas and 
Esther  Gonzales have 
lived on the corner 
of
 Third and William




 Mr. Gonzales 
well.  He's the old 
man  that regularly 
chases
 them off that 
corner  and copies 
down
 license plate 
numbers  of 'Johns' 
parked
 in front of his house.
 
"I'm 68 years old.
 I own this house and I'm not
 going 
to move," 
Gonzales  said. "I'll 
keep
 chasing the women
 off 
my sidewalk. 
I don't want them soliciting 
in front of my 
house." 
He
 said the hookers threaten 
and swear at him when 
he goes out
 on the sidewalk with his pen 




Some of the prosititute's customers 
are scared away 
by the tactic,




His wife has been more 
affected by the prostitutes on 
the street. "I 
feel it's degrading and disgusting. I don't 
even 
have 
the privilege of 
taking  a walk 
anymore".
 
Two years ago, 
Mrs.  Gonzales, 60, enjoyed taking a 
walk after dinner every 
night. She does not do this 
anymore.
 When going on errands in the afternoon, she will 
walk two blocks out of her way to avoid the hookers. 








walk,"  she 
said.  "I 
don't


























and  leering, 
are more 
trouble

















 she is 
female and 
walks in 
the  area. 
The  situation 
is so 
bad  she 














angry,-  she 
said. It 
makes  me 
angry  to 
have
 to worry 
about 






















 to the 
street as 
far away 
from  the 
traffic
 as she 
can get on 
the 
sidewalk.  If 
a 'John' 
still  follows 




for  her to come 
over. she flips









added  the 
*Johns'
 were  




 keep circling 
the block - there
 are 
many 
more  'Johns' 
than
 hookers on 
Thursday  night. 
They 
throw 
their  beer cans 
on
 the sidewalks,




 loud and 
some of 
them  arc 
masturbating
 as they 
drive by looking
 at the 
women."
 
He echoed his wife's 
sentiments  about assuming a 
different character 
when stepping out on the
 street. "It's 
like
 putting on a battle helmet.




 her personality was already 
changing. "I'm 
getting so hard I take a 
nev, suspicious 
look
 at strangers. It just 
develops.
 You get fed up and 
oversensitive."  
Both the 
Gonzaleses  and the Csaplars were concerned 
about the advertising 
methods utilized by the prostitutes
 

















panties while a prospective
 custimier watched from his 
car 
"Everybody has a right to earn a living anyway they 
want," Mrs. Gonzales said. "But don't smear my nose in 





















term we can use to 
describe 
the proposed increase in 
dorm 
costs.  How can the Spartan 
Shops cry 
about the need for 
more 
money  to cover the costs of 
"food  services?" ( We use those 
two words in the broadest sense!) 
Weren't they 
the  organization 
that had a $99,000 surplus last 
year
 "and a comparable surplus 
is expected this year?" (Spartan 
Daily, Feb. 14, 1979, Page 1). 
As for the reduction of 
doughnuts and breakfast rolls, 
among other 
things, we deem this 
totally unfair. These 
"extras,"  as 
Edward Zant General Manager, 
Spartan Shops) calls them,
 are 
some of the few things the Dining 
Commons (DC) doesn't make 
and consequentially, are some of 
the items that are edible. Why 
sacrifice these good things at our 
expense?
 
Mr. Zant says that the 
"missed meal factor" which is 
important in keeping the food 
expenses down) is getting lower 
due to the students' use of meal 
tickets at the Student Union
 (SW. 
The doughnuts and rolls, which 
are called "little goodie items" 
by Emil EstoPare 
(Manager,
 
Dining Commons are available 
at the SU all of the time. What 
will this do 
to Mr. Zant's "missed 
meal factor" when the "little 
goodie items" are reduced or 
eliminated? 
We feel that the food at the 
DC is quite inadequate. Higher 
dorm costs in the future 
should be 
used foi the improvement of 
the 
quality of the food.
 This might 
mean  an increase in the 
number  
of 













Spanish Major, junior 
Margaret L. 
Kustel 
I.iberal Studies Major, senior
 
Tamara Jones 
Chemistry Major, junior 
Editors note: The letter is 








interest  the 
February  22, 1979 
article "Doing 
Time." 







frustration  with 
the  
overcrowding  
in the jail 
came 
across loud 




light of the 
existing 
situation
 with no im-
mediate relief in sight.
 
I would, 
however,  like to 
clarify for your readers several 
key misunderstandings on the 













public  office, 
five private agencies 
dealing 








of police. rthermore, the .1SAB 
has  never 
recommended
 to the 
Board  of 
Supervisors




















 the first 
phase of 








 of the JSAB, 
on which 
Sheriff Winter 
plays an active 
role,  feels that the 
development  
of a master
 plan is 
essential  
before any one 
element of the 







 that cuase it. 
For example, 
arrest
 policies of 
law 
enforcement 
agencies  and 
court 
sentencing  practices must 
be considered
 before reaching a 
decision on 






practices  and or the 
pursuit of 
additional  alternatives 
would reduce the 
jail population. 
In recognition of this most 
pressing problem, the Committee 
has elected to commence the 
development of the master plan 
with a study of corrections and 
detention. The Committee has 
also applied for a $20,000 LEAA 
grant  to study jail overcrowding 
which will 
assist in resolution of 
the problem. 
It would have been important 
for  both the Spartan Daily and 
Captain Tanun to have resear-
ched the RAC issue before of-
fering 














U.S.  has been plagued 
both economically and spiritually 
by the eternal condition of unrest 
existing in the Middle 
East.  A 
great deal 
of controversy exists 
in our country as to what role 
America should play in this game 
of mustache and
 turban 
wrestling. As a consequence of 
this controversy
 the mass -media 
of the
 United States has bom-
barded us with pictures 
of
 people 
we don't care to know
 about and 
names we 
can't  pronounce. 
I guess what 
I mean to say is 
that all the attention
 given to this 
portion of the world, 
particualrly  
Iran, has produced
 a general 






 within the 
recesses of an 
American's brain 
lies a portion
 that is red, white 
and 
blue.  This is the area that is 
responsible 
for our love of two 
inch thick 
steaks,  corn on the cob. 
Cadilacs and the NFL. These are 
the things that distinguish us 
from the nomadic, veil wearing 
near
-cultures  of the Middle East. 
Frankly we are all  very 
aware of the fact that the only 
reason we pay even 
the  slightest 
bit of attention to the 
defacation  
is because of the fact
 that they 
are swimming in oil. 
It seems 
that we need 
copious
 amounts of 
this 
slippery  resource so that we 
can grease up the U.S. motorpool. 
It appears that the Mid -
Easterners have us over a 
barrel  
( an oil 
barrel?) however it is our 
duty to 
overcome
 and to maintain 
our digility. Granted we want the 
oil, but let us not lower ourselves 
to such an extent that we pretend 
to actually like these people. 
When someone has you by the 
short hairs you can grin and bear 
it for just so long, then
 it becomes 
time to make a 
grab
 for their 
short hairs, no matter
 how hairy 

















































































. . "What do 










plications and distrust. 
Pamela
 K 










for  himself, 
the  
lack of 
"adult"  status 







training as often 
believed.  They still 
need a place
 to live, food 
to eat and 
transportation.
 They 
still  have 
human  needs like 

























and  just 
plain  
respect  is 
often
 hard to 
come  by. 
The biggest kick in the pants for 
student comes from the housing 
market.
 
The apartment complex 
manager who 
hands  the "no 
students" 
sign  is practising the 
rudest form of discrimination. He is 
the foot holding the student in his 
sub-human state. 
"Animal House" has not helped 
college students at all. Once again 
the popular conception of 
the fun -
loving, 
goof-off,  irresponsible 
college student has 
emerged.  
Students who 





The college student is a 
physically grown adult placed on a 
"holding pattern"
 until he graduates 
and magically becomes an "adult." 
A degree does not make an 
adult. 
One can point to many adults as 
a 
examples  of advanced childhood. 
One can point to many students 
as mature hard working 
individuals.  
The reverse is true also, 
but  it is 
not the 
stereotype  students 
deserve.  
Not 
all  student live off 
their  
parents and 
laze away their 
college 
years. In 
many  cases the parents 
are not available 




A lot of students are 
genuinely 
concerned about 
their  futures, 
working hard for
 respectable goals 
and  trying to have a 
lifestyle  in the 
process. 
They 
shuffle part-time or full-
time jobs with 
sc )1 work loads,
 
car problems, doin 










 too and often take 
care of other








 managing day to 
day just like everyone else who lives 
in our society today. 
Sometimes they 
take









pressures nnd frustrations they face 
daily. 
Like everyone else, 
every other 
human being, 
students  will make 
mistakes. They 
are not the ex-
ception. 
But they have a lot to offer 
society now and in the future and the 





















 get a 
littai 
respect








the quality of 
te!evision was raised 
a notch when 
an independent station (Channel 
44),  
carried a documentary on 
prison  life 
titled'
 Scared Straight." 
The documentary dealt with a 
program developed by inmates of an 
East Coast prison to tell juveniles 










 the program is 
to scare the youth with the realities 
of prison life 
and hopefully, change 





It worked for me. 
The inmates who are in for 
murder, 
kidnapping,  robbery and a 
host of other violent crimes, 
described in graphic detail the 
everday life of a prisoner. 
They spoke of homosexual rape, 
solitary confinement and the effects 
of living behind bars for 20 or 30 
years. 
One of the inmates asked the 
young offenders: Do you get up 
every morning and wonder if you're 
going to have to kill someone today? 
When I get up, I have to thing 
about that. 
When you get up in the morning, 
New 
Yorkers  say it's crap 
but 





The New Yorkers may call it 
crap and the 
midwesterners  may 
call it hogwash and the Pacific coast 
freaks 
may  call it (politely!) B.S., 
but... the Irish call it blarney and 
that
 is just what most people will be 
full of come this Saturday night at 
their 
favorite pub. 
On March 17, a mysterious
 
phenomenon
 will sweep the nation. 
It is the phenomenon
 of Saint 
Patrick's Day, honoring the 
death  of 
the legendary saint from the green 
land of Ireland. 
Ah...St. Patrick's Day is a day 
not soon forgotten by those who 
chose to celebrate the wearing of the 
green.
 
There will be green clothes, 
green hats,
 green buttons, green 
drinks and lots of green 
faces around 
1 a.m, as people run here and there 
screaming with Irish accents, 
claiming blood relations to the land 
of the wiley leprechaun. 
Saint Patrick, whose origin is 
unknown to historians, was im-
mortalized for converting Ireland 
from paganism to Christianity and 
driving the evil snakes 
from the land 
into
 the sea. 
His memory is honored on 
this  




proper  style. 
Definitely the
 more popular way 
of honoring 
St. Patty as his closer 
relatives refer
 to him) is to trapse 
blithely
 down to the local pub to 
engage




 and saloons 
will be 
stocking up on that 
hearty  brew, 
Guinness Stout and 
loading up with 
that noble bottle 
of good Irish 
whiskey.  And, all the
 crowd will be 














sitting room at 
the  local Tower 
Saloon on Santa




and  neighbors, lovers 
and 
enemies, old folk and 
youngall 
banded together 
in a common bond 
of revelry 
and  drink. 












wishing  to celebrate
 this day 
full of 
blarney  in a 
supposedly  
original way
 can go shamrock
 
huntingnot
 at the local McDonald's 
but 
on
 the nearest 
patch  of grass. 
If 
you are super intrepid and 
tedious,  you may 
be
 able to scrounge
 
up a 
four-leaf  clover 
from
 the patch. 
No
 cheating! 




convicted  in the 
faraway 
Irish courts of justice 
for 
finding a 
simple,  ordinary three
-leaf  
clover 
and  then glueing a fourth leaf 
on it! Outrageous! 
If you 
want to find a real 
shamrock, instead of an 
americanized 
version,  you must hop 
on a 
quick  cheap flight with 
a brown -
bag lunch in hand and 
fly sneakily 
Irish flowing in your veins. 
To tell you the truththere is a 
difference between 
a clover and a 
shamrock.  
A shamrock really does have 
four leaves and has lots of soft brown 
on each green -rimmed leaf. 
There will 
be green clothes, 
green hats, 
green drinks 
and lots of green faces 
over to leprechaun land. There you 
will find an absolutely original, 
totally genuine, 100 percent real 
shamrock at the Kilarney Market in 
County Roscommon. 
Actually, the folk from County 
Roscommon do get up in the mor-
ning to go hunting for a shamrock, or 
two, just to wear to church. If you 
want to be a native about the whole 
day, do that too, and no one will ask 
you if you've got the blood of the 
A poor little clover has
 only 
three leaves, 
(unless its a freak or 
something) and the only 
color  it 
boasts of is 
emerald  green. But then, 
green certainly is a 




 than looking for 
shamrocks and 
clovers,  I can't think 
of any other way 
to celebrate this 
loverly day other than 
by singing 
salutations  to the 
blessed  saint who 
made this day 
possible.  
do 





When I get up, I have to thii 
about that. 
Before going into the sessi( 
with the inmates, the kids behavi 
rudely  and acted sure of themselveo 
The silence afterwards atteshi 
to the impact




had  on them. 
The documentary followed up ( 
the 17 young criminals 
three  montl 
later to see what they
 were dog 
with their lives. 
Of the 17 persons, 16 had n1 
been involved in criminal activi 
aince the session with the inmates 
Many were back in school 
working at jobs. 
Although three months is ni 
enough time to prove 
conclusive{
 
the effectiveness of the approach, 
indicates that it has some value ' 
straightening out juvenile 
offender.
 
This may sound like cruel a( 
unusual  punishment to some peopl 
but I think it is something tit 
should  be initiated in all prisons f( 
all repeat juvenile criminals. 
 
Many times the young crimin.. 
doesn't
 realize what prison life 
like or it is portrayed as glamoroi 
by 
peers.  
The stark realities of prison Ii 
seen through the eyes of convict 
leaves an impression on the toughe 




punishment is much more effecti
 
when the violator is aware befoi 
hand what the punishment will be. I 
A program like this 
gives th 
information and if I were a criminw 
I would now think 
twice  beforj 
committing any kind of crime.  
As one of the 
inmates said, 01 
cops can make a thousand 
mistake  ' 
but you (the criminal)
 can mak I 
only one. 
Some viewers were probabl 
offended by the use of the languag 
and the explicit descriptions give . 
by the inmates,
 but deleting any ( 
the language would have
 destroye 
the effectiveness of the message.
 
I think television has come I 
long way when a station has the 
courage and feels a responsibility t 
run 
such  a program. 
The service to the public is ir 
calculable. 
I'm sure a program,
 of this kin 
would 
cut the juvenile 
crime rat 
dramatically.
 Being told what th 
consequences of 
your
 actions will be 
might make people think
 before the 
act. 
And thinking about
 the realitie 
of a 
life in prison would
 prever, 
crimial action 





































der if I'm 
pregnant?"  
The accuracy and cost 
such tests are 
concerns 
two local persons 
liar with 




are  as ae-





 Neel of 
SU's 

























Controls present in a 
lab test may 
be less 
stringent 




said  Mary 
Gulbrandsen, 










































 dignose their own
 
egnancy






 the $10-12 
,ts may not 
register  an accurate 
result














































































































































Monday's  meeting 
was 

















has  been very 
'boperative,"
 Pitts said. 
t appears
 to me that 


















































































































McGlothlen  believes 
the problem 
was  a lack of 
communication 
between 
his office and botany. 
"There were things 




said.  For 
example,







was  removed, 
was 
removed
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measures  the 
amount


























After at least a 10-
second shaking, the liquid
 
is left undisturbed for a 
two-hour 
period. The test 
may not be accurate if read 






form into a 





 if the 
result is negative. 
The chemical









expressed  as 
her main 
concerns.  
Too much of one 
chemical will 
give
 a false 
positive
 reading. Too much 
of the other chemical will 
give a false negative 




the test was one 
negative  aspect of the 
two-
hour 










chance of a 
false test result,



















 Jim Santos. 
The ratio is based on 
women using 
the tests and 
later learning 
through  a 
doctor,  that the positive 
or 
negative 
result was wrong. 
Inaccurate
 results are 
another




Neel  and 
Gulbrandsen. 
The tests are con-
ducted nine days after the 
woman was to have begun 
her menstrual period. The 




high enough to be 
detected that early, Neel 
said. 
She is not 
comfortable  
with a urine
-pregnancy  test 
unless it is 
conducted 30 
days 
after  the period was to 
have started. 
"I am concerned about 
interpretation of a negative 
result," Neel said. "A 
woman might think 
she is 





Gulbrandsen. "If a false 
negative  comeF be,Ntr and 
the woman continues to 
believe
 this it may be too 
late for an abortion," she 
said.  
However,  the tests' 
pamphlets suggest that if a 
woman is 16 days late for 
her menstrual period, she 
should  take the test 
again.  
If 









said, "that it's 
important  
for a 
pregnant  woman to be 
able to talk 
with someone 
about all the 
available 
options. A positive 
result  
can be traumatic to 
someone." 
Neel and Gulbrandsen 
agreed that 
the $10-to-$12 





 The kit 
is not reusable. 
Urine -pregnancy tests 
cost less at 
local clinics. 
Planned Parenthood 
charges $5 for such a test. 
The 
Women's  Community 
Clinic's 











woman's  right 
to know if she's 
pregnant,"  
Neel said. A woman should 
not have to depend on a 
doctor to determine if she's 
pregnant,
 she said. 
But, the doctor
 added, 
if a woman had used the 
test prior to 
consulting  her 




and  most doctors 
would do the same. 




necessarily  related 
to 
the 















 even if 
another 
doctor















Matthew  David 








By ''arol Magnuson 
reason 
I went into 
business 
for  myself was for 
the money," said 
Steven 
Matthew David, owner of 
Matthew's T.V. and Stereo 
in Daly City. 
Speaking 
before a 






Guadalupe  Room 




at the lack of people 






organization designed to 





cyclopedias in Washington 
D.C. "all my life," David 
came to the Bay Area in 
1962. 
David said he started  
his store with 
only $2,500 
and built his business of 
selling
 stereos and TV's 
into what it is today. 
He said he 
expects
 to 
make approximately ;25 
million from sales in 1980. 
About 10 percent of that, 
before taxes, will
 be profit. 
After asking students 
why they wanted to go into 
their
 particular fields, 
most said they wanted
 to 
live comfortably and be 





at this saying, "I 
get the feeling that people 
regard  profit 
as








 in its many 
forms
 because it is 
rarely  
obvious. 
In a plaid jacket of pale 
green, brown and blue,
 
David stood before the 
group 
speaking  evenly and 
slowly  nothing at all like 
his  radio commercials. 
Kathy Favors, the vice 
president of Delta Sigma 
Pi, the professional 
business
 fraternity which 
invited him, 
said David had 
been invited to speak 
because of a donation he 
made to the fraternity with 
the stipulation that he 
would be invited to speak 
before about 100 students. 
"I had no idea it was 
going to be 
like this," 




talk.  Favors 
was
 





student,  Dave 


















According to Lefler, 
who is a first year ac-































VI DEO SYNTHESIZER. 
ISUAI,  
EFFECTS  A ND'011Art SOUND 
STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER 
Mon.,
 March 19 through Sat., 
March  24 
Time:
 
2:00,  4:00, 



























































was  going into a 
career 
of 
her own, it was
 worse. 
"I 
can relate to 
my 
business easier 
than I can 
relate to her," 
he said. 
David said he  could 
forsee difficulties in having 
women in business in 
business primarily because 
they are from social 
backgrounds which are 


















think as much 
of him now 
as
 I did," said 
Hughes. 
However Hughes did 
feel that David was 
a 
business success  "just an 
average Joe that



















XEROX 9400 & 
IBM COPIERS 
123 S 3rd Street 
295-4336 
Also Si 




















































 at all seem very.














I INK, a Division
 of the Singer Company,
 is the world leader io 












 the fantastic 
prod.( is 
I' make and tell you about 
the opportunities awaiting you 
at I INK 
If you're majoring 
in 1.1et trit al I 11q1111',111q,
 1.1ectronit TIT hnologv. ( 
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Hardware  Design 
Engineering  
Please
 sec your plat
 ...lent office to arrange 
an intervieu If you 
are unable
 to mem 
with
 to, 
i n , t
 A1111111s. Will are Invited tit send a resume
 to I rnplovnient Manage, at 
1077 I am A111114. 
Sonny, Alf'. ( A 94086 We 
are proud to hi, an 1,111111 
portunity 






























By John W. Jones 








careers. But for Palo Alto 
born actor Perry Lang, it's 
a fair description of the 































"1941,"  now 
in 
production










 and his 
future  plans 
in show 
business. 











groups in the 
Bay 
Area,





later moved to 
Los Angles, 
where  he 
said






 around doing 
small theater." 
Instead of sitting 
around, Lang auditioned 
and got the 




playing the part of a 
mentally retarded young 
man.  
The performance led to 




 as "How the 
West 
Was  Won," where  he 
partially recreated his 
"Hewitt" 
role, "James at 
15," portraying a terminall 
ill young man,
































Perry Lang, Palo Alto 
born actor, is shown here in 
a scene 
from
 his first motion picture, "The Big 
Red 
One."  The '40s style movie will be 
released  




















































































































situations  and 
he comes up 




the  spot.'' 
After he finishes 
filming "1941," 
Lang plans 
to become a television 
producer.
 
"I'm going to 
develop a 
series for





 if I 
have to do a 
series  it would 
be a good
 idea to do 
one 
that! really want." 
Lang 
tackles  a more 
serious role in "The Big 
Red One," to be released 
late this year. 
"The film is one that 
hasn't been
 made in 30 
years," Lang 
said.  "It's a 





replacement  to 
the regular squad, who is 
killed in the film.
 
"I would much rather 
have had 
that role than 
some of the 


































 with a 






















Steven  is 
brilliant  
but Sam is 
classic."  
Making a 
transition  to 
Los Angeles after
 working 
in the Bay Area 
wp not 
difficult  for Lang at 
"Hollywood






















"But it's not 
true. If 
you're a good actor, you'll 
work."
 
"In working your way 
up you meet 
the idiot 





























Goodman's latest release 










 if they only got
 
one side 
of music for the
 
$7.98 yet with
 "High and 
Outside" 
that is exactly 
what one 
gets  for the 
money.  
Goodman has a better 





 penning the 
hit "City of New Orleans" 
for Arlo 
Guthrie  and 
having his songs covered 
by such artists as John 
Denver, 














 out all you 
Deadheads!  
The Grateful
 Dead is coming to SJSU
 Sunday, 
April 22, for a 





 with the 




 Greg  Kinn, 
courtesy  of Bill 
Graham  
and  the SJSU Spartan
 Foundation. 
Spartan Stadium 
will  open at 8 a.m, 
to let the 
crowds
 in and the music will begin at 10 a.m. 
Tickets for the day -long event will cost $12.50. 
They are 
available  at the San Jose Box office. 
Mute
 Horikawa, director of the Spartan 
Foundation, said the concert is to raise money for 
the athletic department at SJSU. 
k I51 I I, ',II I* 
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Thursday,  May 
3 at 8 PM 
San 










 A S Business 
Office.
 S.1S0 
dent Union (277 2731).  San Jose 
Box Office and 
BASS Outlets All 
seats reserved SI 




   Si 
l'I*f1I tilt', "stSl'S'tliIll 
NT 1115   
And his latest release 




three songs on 
side A are by far
 the out-






 Franks or 
Stephen Bishop, Goodman, 
who produced the album, 
overdubs a lot of or-
chestration  and the voice of 
Nicolettel.arson.
 
Larson, riding the 





does the bulk of the singing 
on the first three cuts. Her 
voice, however,
 can't help 
Goodman's album from 





enters  is 
due



























Juliets,"  that 
make
 the song 
into













That  Got 
Away," 
his  best offering on 




Larson and Goodman's 
Chicago -blues acoustic 
guitar
 work. 
This fine piece of 
does 
not make an 
album, so 
wait for the 
single. 
"High  and Outside" 
is 
Goodman's 
fifth  attempt at 





yet  it 
fails to 
even





























 of  
it  living 
and environ

























































































Generators  & 
Water 
Pumps   
Methane  
Generators. 
 Giant Whale Gathering: "Baby Flo- 
& 
"Sandy- 
40'  life-size replicas. 
 Speakers 
include:  Sim 
Van
 der Ryn, 
Dana Ullman, 




Ernest  Callenbach, 
Richard  Nelson 
Bolles, Rosemary
 Menninger, Dr. Donald 
Aitken, Bruce
 Anderson, Gil Friend, Theo-
dore Roszak, Don Ardell & Many More. 
 Foot & Neck Massage  





 THIS AD FOR DISCOUNT.
 
Thursday, 754 off 
Friday,  504 off adult 
general
 admission price with 
this





Only.  Tickets at the door,all 
BASS
 out-
lets & The 
Whole Earth Access 
store, 2466 Shattuck,
 Berkeley. 
Adults, S.3.75  Senior 
Citizens&  
Children  under12,S2-30Under  6, 








































his  closet, that's 
no fun 
either," Lang said. 
"Once in 
a while I'll get 
fed up with 
thetown






 love ya, let's 
have lunch,' 
that
 kind of 
"I got in and
 did 20 
minutes  of improvs,
 
talking to the 
bear
 that he 
has in all of his 
films," 
Lang recalled. "I 
talked  to 
the bear, the 
table, the 
walls, the ceiling,
 I just 
kept up 
this  surfer lingo 
and John called me back 
. . 
if you 






















there,"  Lang 
said,  "you've 
got to 
go up against





Lang surmounted those 
odds was
 by literally 
forcing his way into 
producer John Milius's 
office during the casting of 

























































































on FM 92.3! 
For Perry









 s a chance 
to solve 
the case 
of the missing LP 






old albums Bring 
your
 unwanted I Ps 
for cash or credo 
SPECIALIZING  IN 
JAZZ, 
BLUES AND ROCK 
Deck -wed to our ol.pron ,oilerfot 5 
and clean 
rondthon  record nra,  
of yesterday and May 
Open





































































































 basketball players 
like Wanda Thompson (left) will 
probably be 































 Steve Carp 
Hal Dohling, the interim 
SJSU  head basketball coach, 
doesn't know 
whether he's going to 
become  the head 
basketball coach but 
one  thing is for certain -he's 
going  to 
try. 
"Yeah, I'm going to apply for 
the  position. That's 
about all I can 
say  about it at this point." said 
Dohling,
 
who replaced his boss, Ivan 
Guevara  as the head coach. 
Dohling will be in charge until a new coach is named, 
which Athletic Director Bob Murphy says will be before 
April 11. That date is very 
important  because that is the 
day national letters of intent are signed. 
When an athlete signs a letter of intent, he is 
saying he 
intends to play ball for that school only and no other school 
can recruit him any longer. 
In the
 meantime, Dohling will 
handle  all recruiting 
aspects of  the basketball 
program  and he is on the prowl 




 get a big 




 I've talked 
to
 a couple of 





but  I'm 
optimistic
 
that we'll land a 
big man." 
Dohling
 also hoped 
to bring in 
some  players 
who can 
"step in and 
do the job 
right  away." 
Dohling 
came to 
SJSU  four 
















years  and did
 
the 






and at the same time




 got a chance to become the 
head coach but
 at the same time I'm 
sad for Ivan. I have 
the utmost respect 
for 
him  and 
I 
wouldn't  be here if it 
wasn't for 
him. I'm sure 
he'll  land a coaching 
job 
somewhere soon." 
Asked what it will 
take
 to turn the basketball 
program
 
around, Dohling said, "I 
have some ideas but I think I 








Two former SJSU 
students 
have 
established  a 
new 
service designed
 for the 














debut  tomorrow,  idea. 
to cover all pro and 
Steve Maggi and 
Sean Keating, two 
SJSU  
radio -TV graduates, 
have invested
 over 
$30,000 in their venture,
 
hoping that the public 
"Sure we're taking major college sports 




"But I think that if we with amateur sports and 
can get some well- horse racing. 
known 
sponsors,  the Insta-Sports' phone 
public will accept us.
















note:  This is 
the second




 Title IX 
and its 
effect  on SJSU if 
the 
proposed guidelines










































































Title  IX 
l'could 
result  in 
the
 collapse 











 programs if the 
current  modifications
 go 
into affect as 
currently  
written.  
In Title IX research 
compiled by Frank
 Fan-
tosi, who keeps the books 
for both the SJSU men and 
women's athletic depart-














































also  is a 
men's  
sport,
 baseball, which gets 
less than 
$500  per member.
 









than  the 
sex' 
j While 

















































women's  athletic 
irograms, 
there  is not 
nuch difference 
in the 














SJSU's rugby team had 
; win to show for its efforts 
Pist Saturday, edging 





Kellogg  and 
;Otoger Bueno accounted 
for 



















 with a 100 
member 
eligibility  list, 
receives an adjusted total 
of $546,340 which comes out 






men  belong to the 
National 
Collegiate  
Athletic Association while 
the 





 Athletics for 
Women. Each has 
its 
respective
 rules and 
regulations 
which reflect 
on the amount of 
money  
spent on each 
team player. 
The amount of an in-
dividual athlete's grant-in-
aid is substantially equal 
for men and women dif-
fering only in the book 
allowance ($150 per year) 
that is provided for by the 





and women's golf, 
men's and women's tennis 
really operate 
with  much 
the same






 "to make 
money,

















"All of that is 
built  into 






 "You can 
spend 
more on 
recruiting  in 
a 
men's  sport 
that  you 
could not do 
in a women's 
sport 
because  of the 
rules. 
So you're 
obviously  going 
to 
spend  more 












 the AIAW. 
Women can 









In a letter written to 
U.S. 























"You  can point the 
finger at a 






 it isn't 
money."
 Football and 
basketball are the major 
revenue
 producing sports 




However, they are still the 
major 
life -supporting 
source of financial aid for 
both athletic departments. 
Should 
Title  IX go into 
effect, each sport
 would be 
affected and 
the result 
would not be 




In her letter Fullerton 
stated, "If there were to be 
an immediate elimination 
of discrepencies in the 
average per capita ex-
penditure for all sports at 
San Jose State University, 
the result would be ex-
tremely destructive to 
women's as well as men's 
athletics. The immediate 
result would be to cripple 
the football program. The 
secondary result would 
be 
that the donors who give 
money for the support of 
our total sports program 
would turn their interests 
elsewhere, since the 
primary return is the 
pleasure they derive from 
football. This would shortly 
mean a curtailment of all 









"In the last 
three  years 
there has been a steady 
smott  
sae 





10% off with this 
coupon 
growth in the amount of 
money
 donated for 
women's sports ( 
which  in 
..nis sense
 do generate 
income, since 
there are 
designated gifts for these 
sports) but it is 
unreasonable
 to expect this 
support to have caught up 
with the funds donated 
for  
men's sports, particularly 
football, which has been a 





universities which reflect 
Fullerton's philosophies. 
Notre Dame has hired a 
lobbying
 firm against Title 
IX. The University of 
Georgia is adamently 
against the revised form of 
Title IX. Georgia President 





















 to to 
be












SJSU Title IX 
director, 
Vice
 President Ellen 
Weaver said that she does 
not 
believe  the 
modifications
 will go 
through as they are 
presently written. 
However... 
"If football is not
 
permitted to 
survive as it 
has evolved over a 
century,  
and to a somewhat lesser 
extent basketball too, then 





versation with Men's 
Athletic 
Director Bob 
Murphy on his philosophies 
and dealings 




















































 UP TO II 
MONTHS  
PARIS 









































We're the Coast 
Guard.  
We may be small 
(about












know,  were in 
the  business 
of saving lives 




protecting  our 
coastlines,  our 
Great  Lakes, 
our waterways.
 
Regulating  the 
new 200








 vessels that 
come and go 
at allot our 
major ports. 
Big jobs. 
Requiring  top 
people.  
That's 









Degree  to 
work.  
We're especially
 interested if you
 have a 
technical




computers.  We've 
got
 the work tnat 
takes
 your special talents 
and skills. 
Once
 you finish officer's
 candidate school 
- 
18 weeks in 
Yorktown,
 Virginia - we 
II give you a 
job with 
responsibility.  You work 
with the most 
Our


















 talent and abilities. 
The benefits.
 And the rewards. 
A 
starting salary of over $10,000 that can 
increase by over 40'. in your first
 three years with 
normal




medical  and dental 
care.  A quarters 
allowance.  Tuition assistance
 for off -duty educa-
tion. Thirty days 
of paid vacation a 
year. 
And a generous 
retirement plan for those 
who  
make  the Coast Guard a 
career.  
Plus the reward
 of performing in an 
organiza-
tion that is considered the 






«)IIcjc  plaienwilt 
office,  or 
call
 toll 
free 800-424-8883 (except Wash. D.C.., Hawaii,
 
Alaska) for more 
information.  




make you an officer 
and  give 
you  





































































































Bulldogs  currently 
hold down first 
place  with a 
record
 of 10-5. 
with  SJSU 
third place
























is in a 




Bulldogs  win 





the first-half title. 
But 
if they lose 
even  
one, St. Mary's can
 capture 





only in the Spartans'
 own 
hands, but also in 
those  of 
the Dons from USF.
 
If the 













 at least 
once. 
St. 
Mary's,  meanwhile, 
has to hope
 that SJSU 
doesn't 








The only team with a 
clear 









 goes with it, is 
Fresno.
 But SJSU will be 
trying its best to put
 up an 
effective roadblock. 
Fresno State 
got  off to 
a fast start in 
the NCBA 
this year, winning seven
 of 





was  at least 
stalled last weekend, 
however, when they lost 
two out of three to St. 
Mary's. 
So it all boils down to 
this weekend. 
"It's a 
big  series for 
both
 of us," 







 hot lately so 
we're










need  all three 
too,
 so it should be a rip-
roaring series," Menges 
said. 
Today's game will see 
a matchup of each team's 
best pitcher. 
Sophomore Jon 
Reelhorn, probably the top 
pitcher in the league thus 
far this season, will get the 

































































What  goes up, must come
 down. Spartan 
catcher
 Dan Kakeldey tries 
to locate a foul popup 
off the bat 
of a Sacramento
 State player 
Tuesday.  SJSU entertains
 Fresno State today





slow start this year, losing 
his first four decisions. 
In 
his last two outings, 
however, Raphael has 
seemingly found himself, 



































2B Chris Pedretti 328 
.310 































OF Al Sever 
268 






Friday  Jon 
Reelhorn
 14 0, 2.67/
 
Sat. 111  Rich
 Bordi
 la 7,2 741
 
121 Mark Lohuis




Randy Raphael 17 4, 3 891 




 3, 4 71, 
or Jay Brazil 12 0. 0.471
 
over 







shut  out 


































2-2 with a 2.02 
ERA. 
Lohuis  was 






 best in the nation.
 
Dave 
Nobles will pitch 
the first 
game of 
tomorrow's  twin 
bill for 
SJSU, with either Russ 
Hayslip or Jay 
Brazil going 
in the nightcap. 
Nobles and 
Hayslip,  
the other two members
 of 
SJSU's  regular starting 
rotation, 




 February 24. 













to his credit 
in 
only

















































the court at 
10 a.m. by 
Tappa
 Kegga 2-0> and All 
'n All 13-01 
of 
the  Western 
Division.  All 
'n
























forfeiting to A Team, No 
Names depressed She 
Brought It Up 96-28 and the 
SAE warheads exploded 




action  saw 
the Individuals team up on 
Alpha Phi 55-10 
and the 
Cornuts 





Clubba  Boya 
and 
Tiger 
Paws,  both 3-0,
 hold 
down 
the top spots 
in







Devils  49-38 
Monday 
to
 stay in a first
 
place tie with
 ACB which 
beat 
Moulder






22 points to 
lead
 
the 'Paws.  
In other games, Not 
Ready was prepared for 
N.O.R.M.L. 38-35 and In-
dividuals Number 2 slid 
past Slick




share the C - 
League
 penthouse at 3-0. 
Bosom Buddies 











Iota Phi Pi walloped 









The Motor City Wheels 
cruised to their third 
straight win in A- League 
action, 51-33 over White 
Entrance HI as Dave 
Williams connected for 22 
points.
 Jamrnin' disarmed 






Jay  Birds 56-43, 
U.A.P. over Can't Dunkers 
55-43 and 
Take





























50-41 in the B- League 
games. 
The 12th Street Loadies 
inundated the Cloned 
Warheads 36-13, Sigma 
Alpha Mu topped Azteca 38-
31, Jet Lag flew past Sigma 
Chi 51-29 and Los 
Cabrones 
outscored Mo Yone 
61-58 in 
C -League competition. 
of the. year, 
is
 currently 
batting  .429. 
Earlier this season, 
Bennett had a 
single,  three 
doubles, a triple and home 
run 
in
 a game against 
Pacific, 
while  driving in 
eight runs. 
O'Leary 
is batting .387, 
while Painton, 
an All-
NCBA selection a year ago, 
is off to a slow start, hitting 
only .240. 
Third baseman Frank 
Garcia from Sunnyvale 
High School is at .310. 



























 the clubs would

















of Brittania styled jeans to go 
with your every 
mood. So 
whether you're laid back or 
full 
tilt, Pentimento from 
the Gap gives you
 go power. 
(309 
   
takii% 
SIGN UP FOR 
FREE



















 second gat 
of a doubleheader
 for SJSU 
Spartan  reserve 
second  baseMr 




sprain last weekend agamst 
still on crutches, and  will be lust 
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FREE WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY CAMERA 
Three Hour 
Photography  Class 
Free Canter. Check-up 
Photo
 Finishing 850 Coupon Book 
8 Oft on First 
Roll
 of Genesi Processing 
30
 Day Cienew Exchange Privilege 
Satisfaction Guerant. on All Photo
 






 14 Off for 
1 year on ()anew Movie 
Processing
 No limo 
 
Fr.  
Vacation F.Im Package 
 10% Off Genuine Kodak Processing 
 
Free
 Elko Protection Bag 



















Entitles the bearer to 
',OFF the 
regular
 price of Denevi
 
developing
 and printing,  one roll 
of print. shde or movie 
film Color or 
Black -and -white

































































30-80%  off 
retail 
value  





Jet te 667 Boots 
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Mon Erl 10 fl Sot 
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Sun  10 5 
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These people are the 
staff 
of the information 
center and they handle the 
information needs of 
anyone who calls or walks 
up to the center's counter. 
Judy Bradley, in-
formation and services 
coordinator and 





 of the center 
handles 











The center has 
a staff 
of seven people who are 
trained in handling 






a one week course on the 
training 
manual  and 
policies and procedures 
and then they have to 
work 
a week with trained people 
before they can
 take a shift 
by themselves, Bradley 
said. 
The center was opened 
in 1969 when the 
Student
 
Union opened and Bradley 
has been there since its 
opening. 
She said 
that the center 
has grown 
tremendously  in 
the past nine 








The center's staff takes 
care of all the 
posters  and 
events 






any material giverithem. 
Files upon files
 of all 
types 
of
 information are 
also available at the 
center. There 
are  also 
information 
tape machines 
there with tapes on 













person  can listen 
to 
one of the tapes by calling 
277-3433 and 
identifying  the 
tape they 
want to hear by 
its code number and letter.
 
The center has 
a brochure 
which lists all
 of the tapes 














































would  ask them a 
couple 
more  questions to 














 in the 
center. She
 said that 
it 
takes a 
certain kind  of 
Maureen 
Murphy, left, and Patricia
 Gardner get 
some 
answers from a staffer at 























































































7 17 years 
ago today 
Where were you




ipport  of 
longer
 library 








































   
, An ad running tn the 
partan Daily advertised 
'n European tour of 
13 
nintries 



















































































































































































































































raged. The next day it was 
announced 
that  the em-
bargo would be 
lifted.
 




told SJSU  
Spartan  Daily 
reporters that 
the sections 
of roadway at the
 in-
terstate 101 
and  280 ex-
change would
 not be 
completed 
for  two years. 
They cited lack
 of funds as 
the 





sits unfinished today. 
3 years ago today 
Solar 
heaters were set 
to 
be put in Hoover,
 
Washburn  and Royce halls 
for the following summer
 it 
was  announced. 
I year ago today-
SJSU President John 
Bunzel 
disclosed plans for 
a new parking garage to be 
constructed across
 from 
SJSU on Fourth Street. 
Bunzel 
said
 that 1979 was 
the earliest the 
garage  
could be completed. 


































Show us what 




Academy  of 
Art  
College







































   












loke to  













candidacy for A.S. 








It was announced that 
faculty  
members  



















600  books 
overdue,
 some as 
long as 
ten years. 




 part trivia nut 
















 It is 
open whenever















nouncements, control the 
music in the S.U., and have 
a free on -campus
 telephone 
there at the 
desk.  Bradley 
said 
"It  the Student 





people  in the 
center 






























paepopprleecdiaotetell them about 
changes so 
they
 can update  
information  as they 
are 
constantly





has four telephone lines
 
coming into it. 








277-3228  and 



















































































































cooling  var.!!! of 
oymotoons















 of the 
,Op 
P,OfeSsoonols
 on the 
industry,








And at Northrop. that future can be -
 you can 





mind  to 
WE 








































Irish from ruling the 
world -from
 a recent 







March 17, is 
































 up once 





plan to dye 
their hair the 
color
 of the emerald 
isle. One suspects
 that 
laying claim to Irish 
heritage is 
all  a cleverly 
devised plan so that 
participants
 may have 
an
 excuse to 











SJSU campus there 
will 
be several places
 to wet 
your whistle on 
some 




163 W. Santa Clara is 
providing Guinness,
 an 




 of Irish 
coffee. Free corned beef 
and cabbage will be 
served Saturday
 from 2 
p.m. opening time 
"until  it runs out." In 
addition, bagpipe music 
will be provided. 
For those with  the 
luck 'o the Irish, you 
might 
want  to jig over to 
Dooley's Tavern, at 2595 
The Alameda,
 where 
there will be hermit 
crab races beginning at 
8 p.m.. The 14 crabs 
provided for the oc-







Corned beef and 
cabbage will be served
 
from 11:30 with "Happy 











 House at 
3190
 The 
Alameda  in 
Santa 
Clara.




playing  jokes on you, 
or
 
you've  gone back 
one 
too many times
 for a 
taste of the brew,
 just be 
forewarned,
 green beer 





 of the bar-
tenders are planning to 
dye their hair green. 
The "Culoden 
Moore 
Bagpipe  Band" 
will provide
 Irish music 
along with the Magnolia 
Jazz 
Band, which will 
play from
 9:30 p.m. to 
12:30 a.m.. Corned beef
 






What  is lacking in 
an Irish name, The 
Laundry
 Works will 
make up for 
in spirit 
tomorrow by serving 
corned beef and cab-
bage at lunch from 11:30 
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and 
everyone will be garbed 
in green. 
Clancy's Corner at 
2400 Monterey Road will 
serve the traditional 
corned beef and cab-
bage also from 11 a.m. 
until around
 5 p.m. The 












































































































4 p.m. and Tuesday and 
Thursdays 10-11 a.m. 
Layton has found 
students 










tackled its latest task. 
Students 
in this lab 
methods class 
are prac-
ticing by doing," 
Layton 
said. 









animals and boiling them 
down to get the bones. The 
bones 
are then catalogued 
and may be 
used in the lab 
to help identify
 similai 














































This money is 
returned to the CSUC 
Chancellor's office in 
Long Beach.
 Hurley 
said that a portion of 
this amount is then 




deficit this year for 
parking services is 
$30,000, according to 
Hurley.
 He said this 
deficit is alleviated by 
reserve funds from the 
Cha
















ground  lots. 
Budget 
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One  students, 
"to the 
dismay
 Of her 
family,"  
Layton laughed,



























 past people. 
Layton said by using 
the feces 
students  are 
"able to 
identify  exactly 
what 
people were eating:by 
filtering 





 didn't collect 
the  
feces,
 it is 










however, this method 
reveals only the plants that 
were eaten. 
"Meat  is more 
difficult 
to 
detect,"  he 
said. That's
 







by students will be mat-
ched to other
 bones found 












 a field 
trip
 to an 
obsidian  































to sites and 
actually 
doing a lot
 of the 











and stored in 
drawers  lining 
the lab 
walls.  
"Students taking a 
field class here have no 
problem getting
 hired on 





Leventhal, who joined 
the 
lab in October, 
bring  with 








degrees  from 
University  of 
California 




























































had  a 
starring  
role





































Pant  Farm 
( 3 7 
























of Europe is 
the title of 
five
-country, 
four week European tour 
from June 
27
 to July 24 led 
by SJSU 










Paris  and 








meals a day. 
entrance
 fees to 
museums  
and insurance. 
A two-day cruise along 
the coasts of Albania and
 
Yugoslovia ends up in the 





most cities is 
four days, 
allowing
 time for 
group 
tours 









 will be 
offered to 
such 












will visit the infamous 
Tower and 
royal  Windsor 
Castle  while in London. 
Venice features 
rides in 
sleek black gondolas 
through
 the water ways 





 available through 
Creative Arts 196, but
 not 
mandatory.
 For those 
taking the 
course  the cost is 
an additional 










concerts,  ballets and 
local 

















 this summer. 
An
 informatio 
meeting will be held durin 









 more detail: 
call 
Lewandowski  
277-2331 or 246-3743. 
get 
















 Et Taylo 
MOTOR 





















 you're a 
junior or 
senior 
majoring  in 
sciences  like 
math, 




































































































But  if 
you  























































 It can be 
the start of 
an 
exciting  career. 





Box 2INNI, Pelham 




















  I 
l'hon..
 Numbey


















16,  1979, 
















(Continued  from Page!) 




 in the fair 
market value
 of the 
property.  This
 amount is 
then divided 
by the fair 
market value 
to arrive at 
the
 rate of 
return. 
 If a 




 within 90 days 
prior to May 
31, 1978, and 
can prove that no 
rent 
increase was made prior to 
that date to 
defray
 the cost 
of the improvements. 
 If a landlord
 can 




costs within 90 days prior to 
May 31, 1978 and no 
defraying rent raise was 
















































payments  in 













The tenant could 
withold one-fourth of his 
rent payments until the 




could  be 
sued, either 
for  the actual 
sum charged in excess of 
the 
legal  limit or for 
statutory damages ( fines 
for breaking the law I of not 
less than $100 or more than 
$500. The suit could also 









































March  21, 
7:30 p.m.,






































 panel in 
the S.U. 
Almaden  Room. 






Robin Williams and slide 
show presentation on 
"Abusive Images of 












Congressman  Norman 
Mineta  will be selecting an 
SJSU
 student to serve a 
summer internship
 in his 
Washington  office. The 




Applicants  should have 
the 
ability
 to write well and 






There probably will be 
a 
stipend of $700 for the 
eight to 10 
week  internship, 
but no academic credit
 will 
be given for the internship. 




stituent case work, 
research  and some clerical 
work. 
Mineta's legislative 
assistant, Stephanie Dean, 
an SJSU graduate, will be 
conducting the 
interviews  
in San Jose before April 15. 
















1230 to 330 p.m. - 
'Mother 
Tongue:  A 
Reader's
 Theater" by a 
collective of 40 women
 on 
script writing and 
workshop 
in the S.U. 
Umunhum Room. 
. . . 
5:30

















 is $2 advance
 or 
$2.50  at the door. 




 in concert 
preceded by Dianna 
Wooley's photographic 
electronic show. A disco 
dance follows in the student 
Union Ballroom. Ad-










 will spin 
e disks at 
your  small party. 




o experience. High Pay! 
See 
urope, Hawaii, Australia. So. 
merica. Career Summer! Send 










































Call  Paty 
964,1642. 
OR
 IS THE FASHION 
FOR 
PR1NG! Let me determine 
'131.or most flattering
 as well as 
ve you a personalized
 style 
kscription.  These are YOUR 
Inoue 
fashion building blocks 
vat you 
can  use and adapt for 
toe rest of your life. I give you 
pout 70 colors out Ma set of 500 
dueller with your 
personal 
1 yle 
description  in a porttolio. 
11, ape?. 
only.  References. 
t#iding scale of fees. Inquire 
p,tails
 colors. Carol Lynne 
wrnan. M.A., 247 2504, 5.30 
100 p.m. most eves. I lam 1pm 
Iplurdays,  Also, Dress for 
Jccess for the Business 
Octet
 You never have to 
take a clothes mistake again. 
(TAN, During Spring break 
itn 
SJSU SKI CLUB. FIVE 
SAYS
 skiing at Park City, Alta 
, :.,,x1 Snowbird; Transportation. 
fts, lodging and parties all 
Icluded for $180.00 Sign ups 




 coming up is 
the  Weekend 




us for fun and 
rn in the mountains.
 
!) 
:1) ENTERPRISES HAS IT! 
he Widest 
selection
 of the 
iighest 
fidelity at the Lowest 
,rocesi AE is your 
consumer 
iectronics
 buying service for 
'early 3130 
brands of audio 
'emponents,  compacts,  
per 
libles,  and 




















 5 year 
.xtended










 If you're 
tired  of the 
all selection at 
the  Sound 
Corks, 
the  high 
prices  at 
:aril
 ic, 
or the thrown 
together 
nk 









The  number 
i 
755 5550 M F 
after  2 p.m. 
°Orme 
weekends  
Ask  for Ken 
09JcIto 
Enlerporses






, tisco and Light Shows 
with 
.l
 eter B Tremendous sound 
/sterns and lighting effects 
4vailable for all occasions. Call 
i108)





 SJSU Gay 
MEN
Union meets most 
*ors at 
8 PM In the Guadalupe 














la formal educational social
 
alting  which is very 
condusive
 
a meeting people and learning 
1 out the gay community Be all 








 cull our 























5 Council Must be 
























harassed  or 
discriminated
 at your
 job. Call 
Karen at 2956066 alter





















 "Sew up" tires and 
Cinelli 
clothing
 on sale 
through  
March  
I. Other specials 
Shaw's Lightweight Cycles, 131 
E. 






Cash.  Dr. Lapin, Bus 
Tower 763, or call 8374191. 
TO THE 
PERSON
 who returned 
my 
Blue Barclays 
Passbook  10 West 














Lea,  Top 
Prices 
paid.  Call 
Peter  Field, 
629 
6939. 





fantastic  days 
and 
nights.
 April 713. Only $180. 
Includes 
transportation,  
lodging, lifts and 
parties.  Alta 
and Snowbird included.
 Sign up 











and  Kirkwood 






Club sd ski the best powder
 
anywhere.
 Joe Patterson, 266 





Ernest F Pecci. "The PSI 
Proces." Others 
on 
Psychic/Intuitive  IntergratiOn,  
I Ching. Ricky's Hyatt House, 
Palo Alto. Saturday. March 17,
 
105. Family of Man, 14081 293. 
8715. 
THE MAN who brought you 
"Original Cons aaaaa Ion." 
Former 




 "1980 Pres. 
Electors and the Fate of 
America. Attend 3/19 in the S.U, 


















 Call 238 
6276. 
MINI dirt bike. 060.  '69 Olds Delta 4 
dr.. solid. dependable
 Iran 
sportation. $400. Call 
377 1660 














KARMANN  Ghia 
for sale by 
original owner 
36.000 ml.. 










goodies, super clean. Have all 
receipts. 



















 carb . 
recent 
shocks.
 ban Must 
see to 




Hurry.  267 0061 
'67 OLDS 







 $600 tail Bob, 
277 8645, all hours, 
for sale 
DEAR STUDENT. FACULTY AND 
STAFF! Your insurance needs:
 
AUTO,
 HOME. FIRE, 
HEALTH. If you are not already 
with State Farm, call for an 
appointment at my office or 
home
 and we'll set up a time 
convenient  for 
you on campus, 
at 






better coverage for less money.
 




















 238 6276. 
'77 YAMAHA Enduro
 500. Exc 
cond., 6.600 miles 50 mpg. 
Asking 51.100 2799405
 alter 1 
P m 
STEREO for sale also records and 
tapes nd, to sell fast. Best 
offer.
 Pls call 290 7231 leak for 
Mary) if interested. 
HANDSOME 
SCULPTURE  pedestal 









available.  Santa Clara 
Artists 
Foundry.
 249 5947,  2892 
B. Scott 
B lvd., Santa 
Clara.  
'78 








Extras!  Call 374 
6021. 
_ 
DESK Black steel drawers, 
walnut 
laminated top 40020 Good cOnd 




 DTI 250. 
set up for off road
 enduro. Like 
new.  Pacifico 
Tank.  PH, 269 
0590.  
'66 FORD L.T.D. Country Squire. 





FOR SALE' Nikkormat FT3 Black 
Body 
w/case,
 very good 
cond.  
$35 or best offer. Call Mark at 
277 8833 
'73 MAZDA
 R X2. 




































































three  units 
through  an 
IS 180 
class. 

























Schreiber  at 





PART TIME. Full time 10 Key 
operators for tax 
season.  In 
terviewing now Tax Corporation
 

















 8350 Park 




NURSING Flexible Hours/Good 
Pay. Aides/Ord. S5.00/hr., 
LVN'S, 56.50/hr.. 




 1749 for Appt. 
JOBS IN ALASKA!
 Summer jobs. 
High paying; $800  01.000 
per/mo Nat'l Parks. 
Fisheries,
 
Logging, and more. 
How and 
where
 to get jObs:
 Send $2 to 
Alas.. P.O. Box 2480, Goleta. 
CA 93018,  




 operators, costume 
characters, food services, 
merchandise
 sales,  
main 
tenance,  immediate 
part  time
 









Europe, S. America, 
Australia, Asia,
 Etc. All fields. 
$500 51,200 
monthly.  Expenses 
 paid. 
Sightieeing.
 Free info. 






MAJOR wanted. Need 
inventive choreographer/clanc
 
or for student produced 





movement ideas within a 
narrative framework 
and see 
the results on film Call Bill, 737 
1541. 












 HOUR. MIK, easy work 
near SJSU
 I yOu can
 study while 
you work) Hours to fit
 your 
schedule. Also typing and office 










housekeeping. Room, board and 
small weekly salary. Call 767 
6028. 
JOBS
 ON SHIPS! 
American,  
foreign. No experience required. 
Excellent
 pay. Worldwide 
travel.
 Summer job  or career. 










 work near 
SJSU (you can study while 
you 
work). $3.50 per 
hours. Hours tO 
fit 
your  schedule.
 Also typing 
and 
office







5 to 6 
p.m. 
only. 




 work 1pm to Sem, three 




 Mrs. Ernm, 298 
4900 
Year








































part  or 
full  time 
area 
sales 













Call  225 
9316
 
after  4p 
in 
COMPANIONS 
SLEEP IN OR OUT 
Assist the elderly in their 
own 
homes. Choose your own hours. 





FEMALE student wanted 3 nights 
per/wk to do light housekeepng 
for young
 woman in wheelchair. 
16 hrs/wk. Car 
necessary.  245-
6958. 
PROCESS SERVER. Highest 
payiing in Santa
 Clara Co. You 
must be a 
citizen, over 18, and 
have
 reliable transportation 
Work is not dangerous, but not 
for the fainthearted. Apply at 
210 S. 











 5 to 
p.m. PS. Monday the 5th. 
RECEPTIONIST:  Part-time M.WF 




 Call Linda, 27421100,  




World! We are looking
 for In  
terns in life insurance sales. If 
you qualify. we'd start training 
Wen to prepare you for a 
rewarding summer
 in sales. Call 
Kevin E. Sullivan, marketing 
director,
 at 2441991 
for  an 
ap-
pointment,
 New England Life, of 
course! Equal Opportunity 
Employeer. 
M/F. 
APARTMENT manager for 10 unit 
complex. 1.1/2 oloccs from 
campus. Rent 
reduced
 in no 
change for It. maintenance and 
administrative duties. Full time 









































either COBOL or 
FORTRAN, 
or 
both.  Experience 
In the local 
batch lie,,












































are  not required 
to 













as soon as possible to 
Engineering  144, the Office 
of 




 San Jose 



















 furnished. 130 per
 
wk. 
share.  $SO wk. 












 line odd 
50 




















































































 room, color TV 
linen and maid serv fireplace, 
courtyard, 
parking,  $32 per wk 






FREE room and board 
for right 
student.
 For company and 
friendship  for older 
Professional  
man. Active and 
Involved  in 
Business and 
Community.  Eve 
and weekends
 247 7723, 
HOUSE 










W/D.  Prefer a couple 
to housesit
 my home on a per 
manent basis, and make my 
payment












No. 1, San Jose.CA 
95112. 
HOUSE: 
Porn, 4 bdrm., 2-1/2
 ba, 1 
car garage.0  









 for 2 bdrm.
 
house.
 2 mi,  from 
campus. 
S110/mo. 792
 0458 eves, and 
wknds.
 
FOR  RENT: Beautiful 
2 bdrm. 2 ba. 
apt. in S.J. 
Spacious
 1,200 sq. ft. 
w/AEK. Lots of 
storage space. 









 room, Sauna, 
iacuzzi,
 handball
 crt. Also 
tennis 
crts., 




pool,  etc. All for $375. 
Available  4/12/79.
 Cal Maurice, 
244.5327,6-10p.m.  
FEMALE roommate
 to snare a 
room at Valley West 





























 No pets. 
$100/mo, plus 





FURN,  apt. for rent. 3 






 pets or 
children.  410 





























































































 2911 2308. 
PROF Cup 








 to KMS from 
your
 






 did you 






















 hit the bog 
time!!!














 to be 
without  a 
friendly face A 
lonely place .. 
It's nice 
to know that 
you'll  be 
there
 if I need you 
... And you'll 
always 
smile  .., it's all
 woe
 
thwhi  le. I'll be 
there  if you need 
me.  Adorable. 
YOU 
ought  to be 
in pictures!
 An 
elegant color portrait by John. 














Mu"  Home. 
Here's to !Ong 








































Anniversary from the 
Jarhead who 











 Your big! 
ATTENTION:












 Keep up the 
goad 
work! 
Your  SO. 
is
 alive and 
watching. 
Chi' us
 are the 
craziest. 
. _ 
TO,  Rettgle 
Hudson,














March  IS, 
7.30
 11 30 to 
enjoy  
fellowship,



















may be a 
big green 
frog but 



































Valley  Area 
Janet.


























PER  T 





 Term papers,  theses. 
reports,








 Keene. 578 1716,  
9am  
9pon  
F xPERT typong and
 proofreading 
of 




















 Term papers 
 10 percent 
discount  to students 
with student 























 term papers, etc.
 
Experienced






CARE.  Near 
school, 
ooving  care. hot 
meals 
and 









term papers etc 
. Fast service. 
SI/pg. Sheila,
 279 9129 
MUSIC  LIVE 












ARE you an "A" 
student? Speed 
read, memorize,
 organize notes.  
pass 
any 
exam Everything a 
student 





































editing  Tapes: 510 
per
 60 min. 
trans plus SI/cItol space 
page. 
Kitty CARTER,
 2634325. All 
work proofread. 
IBM  Se l. 
stereo
 






service for stereo 
components,  
compacts,







 use We also have 
TVs, VT Rs, 
videoscreens  and 
games All at 5 to 
10 percent 
DISCOUNTS! Who else 
can  
offer you. over 780 brands. 
Virtually every model on the 
market?
 Factory sealed cartons 
WWII 
warranty  plus an optional 
5 
yr warranty for parts
 AND 
labor? All accessories AT 
cost 
w.'purchase of any 
system?
 
FREE advice. delivery,  
testing
 
and set up? Super low sale 
prices ALL the time?
 5 free L's 
with 
each purchase? Complete 
price
 quotes w,no
 extra charges 





individualized one to one 
servoce? 
AUDIO EN 
TERPRISES has it all) The 
Widest
 
selection  of the 
highest  
fidelity at the lowest
 prices .Call 
255 5550 M 
thru F after 7 
p.m.,  
any time weekends 






 1979 We 
represent













































































 U S A 
CANADA
 



































































 contest  
Former  






























 had three 


















public  and 
one  of 
resisting  














 -- public 
drunkenness,





 of a Feb. 13 
window -breaking incident 
On Sept. 2, 1977, 
Runyon was 
outside  the 
Farmers  
Union  on San 
Jose's Restaurant
 Row. A 
Spartan 
Daily staff 
photographer and another 
SJSU student engaged in 
conversation  with 
mem-






one of the students 
kissed 
a woman in the 
Runyon 




















One was to oppose the 
elimination of Social 
Security educational 
benefits as proposed 
by 
President Carter in his 
budget to Congress; 
another to support  the 
establishment
 of a 
Department of Education 
separate from the 
Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare; 
and the third to oppose 
proposed cutbacks
 of $99 
million in the
 National 




bara Profit, president of 
the Black Student Union, 
was  approved




 on the 
Council. 
Council also approved 
two more students -at -large 
of the Election Board. The 
Election Board





A request for $565 from 
the Sailing Club and 
Racing team was also 
approved by Council. 
Complaints









petition."They are very 






across the street, exposing 
themselves and flagging 
cars down." 
The 
noise  and trash 
prostitutes 





Csaplar said. "Have you 
ever been awakened at 
three in 
the morning on a 
weekday night by four 




He said it was not 
unusual to step over useti 
ondoms on the sidewalks 
among the 'John's' broken 
beer bottles and the 
hooker's
 soda
 cans and 
coffee cups. 
-Instead of 
going  to a 
motel Li the wee hours 
of
 





Csaplar  said 
there was no way to ignore 
them.










though they are subtle." out the area and things 





in the area. There
 was a 
murder at Fourth 
and  
William streets last month 
and a stabbing in 
that area 

































































   
The  residents applaud 
recent 
efforts  by the 
San 
Jose Police vice
 squad in 
cracking down on 
prostitution in their 




were made for soliciting, 
Mr.
 Gonzales noted the 











 soon as 
they
 see a 




































"Without exception, all 
of them





 unmarked vice 
squad units 
playing the 
part  of 'Johns' arrested the 
prostitutes in 




































"I spoke in front of the 
council a year ago on the 
same subject and the 
response ) Tuesday night) 




the students with a fistfull 
of gravel. 
When police 
were summoned, Runyon 
tried to 
use his influence as 
a councilman, according to 
police reports. As a result 
of the 
incident, he was 
charged and 




and sentenced to 
serve  four 




weekends  and 
fined $800. 


















after a person 
found a man sleeping
 in his 
car  at Balbach and 
Market 
streets just
 south of San 
Carlos St. 
When  the man, 
Runyon, 
refused  to 
leave,
 
the owner of 














one police officer 
in the mouth
 and kicked 
another
 in the groin, ac-
cording to 









Runyon was last 
arrested last 
month  when 
he allegedly broke a 
window 
in the Willow Glen 






























 and it's a 
terrible 
thing,"























"It's hard to believe 





Mr. Csaplar claims 




 of town as 
the area
 where 'anything 
goes and it's OK for 
prostitution







 know if 
thses 
hookers
 showed up in 
Los
 Gatos or 
Saratoga  they 
would call out 
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"no  contest" 
disposition  of 
the cases 
after  a 
lengthy
 
plea-bargaining session in 
Judge Lawrence  F. 
Terry's  
chambers. 
After  reminding 
Runyon
 that a plea of no 
contest is 




 be used 
against 
Runyon
 as an 
admission  of 










 can be 
bought  




























 Club and 
Alpha 
Kappa 










































to cooking gourmet dinners
 
and doing yard work, 
research, proofreading, 
typing 
and  other services. 
"We're 


















Hartung  said. 
Out of 20 sociology 
department faculty 
members, including five on 
sabbatical leaves, 12 hay:: 
volunteered  to 
participate.
 
Professors are each 




and as many as 10. 
Whatever they feel they 
can 
afford of their time
 and 














































(Continued from Page 1) 
Malork never attended
 
any of the 







 he was 
assigned to, said 
Mack
 
Larsen, the committee 
chairman.  
Williams said he was 
never assigned
 to a com-
mittee and 
never attended 
any meetings because he 
didn't 
have  the time. 
"It 
takes more time 
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the guidelines
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